
 

PRESS RELEASE 

dpSTUDIO environmental consulting & design LLC (dpSTUDIO) has been named Finance Monthly 
Magazine’s 2017 U.S. Environmental Engineering Advisory Firm of the Year.  

Every year Finance Monthly M&A Awards recognize and celebrate the achievements of dealmakers, 
management teams, financiers and professional advisers who have demonstrated their deal making 
excellence when working on some of the past year’s most important mergers and acquisitions deals across 
the globe. Editor-in-chief, Mark Palmer commented: “The M&A process is a tried and tested formula for 
the growth and prosperity of a company, and yet, it is a very complex field to navigate. We are extremely 
proud that all of the individuals and organizations that are listed within Finance Monthly’s 2017 M&A 
Awards have excelled in helping companies overcome the complications that can arise during these 
transactions and have contributed to achieving excellent results.” 

Said Dennis Papa, dpSTUDIO’s Founder and Principal Engineer upon learning of the award: “We are 
pleased and humbled to be recognized with this award. Our primary goal is to efficiently address 
environmental issues while helping our clients expand and grow their businesses. We have been called 
upon recently to support several transactions that involved environmental due diligence for large 
manufacturing and distribution facilities, working closely with management teams and their lenders, 
attorneys, and other advisors. We appreciate the continued trust our clients put in us to help with their 
complex and time-sensitive transactions.”    
 
Awards are based on voting from Finance Monthly’s international readership of over 195,000 and using a 
rigorous ten point criteria to make final selections from shortlisted candidates. This year’s criteria included 
such parameters as documented M&A support activity in the last 12 months; involvement in significant 
transactions; expertise and innovation; innovation in client care; value of involvement within transactions 
& deals; and strategic thinking and planning. 
 
Finance Monthly is a global publication providing news, analysis and features on the latest headlines 
within the financial sector. Finance Monthly examines the key issues affecting the corporate, financial and 
legal community globally. It covers the major regions such as the US, Europe and Asia and all major 
financial sectors. To view the awards publication please visit: https://mandaawards.finance-monthly.com. 
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For more information contact Dennis Papa of dpSTUDIO at dp@dpstudioenvironmental.com 
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